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Abstract

On December 26, 2004, a catastrophic tsunami struck the Indian Ocean just off the coast
of the island of Sumatra, Indonesia. This thesis will explore land tenure reform as an
international intervention in Aceh, Indonesia, located on the island of Sumatra. Using a
comparative analysis between a best practices framework and findings from practical
applications in Aceh, the following text assesses a land titling initiative and an equitable
titling policy, finding that design flaws and a lack of resources are to blame for limited
success. Human Rights Law and International Humanitarian Law inform the rationale
and activities of international organizations and their partners in Aceh, but those actors
fail to make important connections between compliance and increased equity.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

On December 26, 2004, a catastrophic tsunami struck the Indian Ocean just off the coast of the
island of Sumatra, Indonesia. The impact of this event would be felt for years to come
throughout southeast Asia, but nowhere more than in Aceh, Indonesia. This poor province, long
embroiled in civil war, bore the brunt of the wave. The tsunami, known as the Boxing Day
Tsunami, destroyed more than 800km of coastline, left 167,000 Acehnese dead or missing, and
displaced 500,000 others in Aceh alone (UN Special Envoy, 2006).

In Indonesia, the wave caused more than $6 billion in damages to infrastructure, and the
international community responded to the Boxing Day Tsunami with unprecedented support. Aid
poured into Aceh from around the globe, amounting to almost $8 billion (UN Special Envoy,
2006). The tsunami and its destruction brought an eventual end to protracted conflict, as well.

Indonesia: A History of Secessionism
For more than 30 years following the end of Dutch rule1 and a brief foray into democracy,
Indonesia found itself under the authority of President Soeharto. Known for violent tactics,
Soeharto used the Indonesian military as an enforcement vehicle for his own agenda (Drexler,
2006). His administration controlled a highly centralized government known as the “New
Order,” extending an iron fist over the scattered archipelago (Drexler, 2006).
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The Netherlands formally recognized Indonesian independence in 1949.
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Soeharto’s rise to power followed twenty years of precarious transition into independent
governance. Following the end of World War II, Indonesian nationalist leader Soekarno
proclaimed Indonesia to be a sovereign nation and became its first president.2 Though occupied
by Japan at the time, Indonesia had spent centuries under Dutch colonial administration, a federal
model that was exceedingly unpopular throughout the provinces. Soekarno instituted a “guided
democracy”3 (Ferrazzi, 2000). Difficulties resulting from this style of governance paved the way
for then General Soeharto to stage a successful coup in 1965 (Ferrazzi, 2000). Soeharto
continued Soekarno’s policy of jurisdictional consolidation wherein the central government
supplanted local governance and relegated provinces to having only administrative control, a
process that garnered much ambivalence throughout Indonesia.

Conflicts between Federalism and Centralization
Many areas of Indonesia have demonstrated hesitation regarding anti-federalism (Ferrazzi,
2000). While some provinces appear to have accepted centralized governance to some degree,
others have laid bare their distaste for a top-down alternative known as “special autonomy.”4
Throughout Soeharto’s rule and continuing into recent years, Indonesia has experienced
secessionist movements in the provinces of East Timor, West Papua, and Aceh (Drexler, 2006).

East Timor
The political climate of East Timor had been one of activism and self-determination for decades.
In 1999, the Indonesian government allowed a referendum – a choice between autonomy and
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He attained this position by assisting Japan with its occupation of Indonesia during WWII.
“Guided democracy” relied upon consensus rather than majority rule for decision-making.
4
Whereby a provincial government is granted special powers, though often highly regulated by its federal
counterpart.
3
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independence. The East Timorese overwhelmingly voted for independence, and an Indonesian
military-assisted campaign of violence followed (Kings College, 2003). East Timor eventually
won independence with initial governance by the United Nations (Ferrazzi, 2000).

West Papua
The province of Papua, located on the western half of New Guinea, suffered its own discord with
the Indonesian government. In 2000, Papua was granted special autonomy status, and, in 2003,
West Papua was created and deemed its own province. These actions were seen as efforts to
suppress a growing secessionist movement on the island (Kings College, 2003).

Aceh
In 1974, Aceh became the site of an important discovery – Asia’s largest liquid natural gas fields
(Drexler, 2006). With this finding, Aceh became strategically important to the central
government of Indonesia. Soeharto enacted a program of extraction that excluded Acehnese
compensation. In response, a rebel movement initially consisting of intellectuals began to form.
The Free Aceh Movement, or GAM, staged violent rebellions against the Indonesian military
for decades.

The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis hit Indonesia hardest of all Asian countries, and constituents
were unimpressed with Soeharto’s economic policy response. In 1998, Soeharto resigned amid
countrywide protests (Ferrazzi, 2000). During the last ten years of his rule, Soeharto committed
the Indonesian military to operations that would secure Aceh and its vast resource wealth for the
central government. The province was given a secret status “DOM,” in Bahasa an acronym for
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“Military Operations Zone” (Drexler, 2006). Despite later attempts by the Indonesian
government to establish a truth commission or some measure of meaningful reconciliation,
neither the Indonesian government nor its military has ever taken full responsibility for its
activities in Aceh (Drexler, 2006).

After the fall of Soeharto’s “New Order,” Aceh did not experience the economic development of
neighboring provinces. Natural gas was mined and profits went directly to Jakarta where the
government promised to then “pay back” a percentage to the provincial government. During this
time, GAM redoubled its efforts and went on a vicious and impassioned offensive (Drexler,
2006). Upon learning that the Indonesian government had permitted a referendum for
independence in East Timor as well as reports of rebellions in West Papua, GAM demanded
secession. Its activities would continue until December 26, 2004 when a massive earthquake and
subsequent tsunami wreaked havoc upon the many nations bordering the Indian Ocean (Drexler,
2006). As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Aceh suffered the brunt of this natural offensive with
casualties numbering 167,000 (UN Special Envoy, 2006).

Significance of land tenure reform in Aceh
As articulated in a two-part Psychosocial Needs Assessment of Aceh (2007), victims of
traumatic events experience severe symptoms of anxiety and depression. The PNA uses data
from qualitative interviews solely of those living in conflict zones in Aceh prior to the signing of
the Helsinki Peace Accord in 2005. Known commonly as the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU), the Accord created a tentative peace between GAM and the government of Indonesia.
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Many suffer from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder as well as the above-mentioned disorders.
Researchers believe that symptoms are exacerbated by internal displacement (PNA, 2007).

The needs of tsunami victims are obvious in many ways. Those without shelter need immediate
and long-term solutions. Their lands must be restored or reorganized to support recovery and
future economic development (UN Special Envoy, 2006). This thesis deals with land tenure
reform as a method of producing these results, though attention to crosscutting issues such as
livelihoods, environment, gender equity, and overall security is given with the understanding that
these sectors are interdependent.

Tsunami survivors are indeed burdened, though victims of conflict endure their own hardships.
Given decades of exposure to as well as involvement in a secessionist movement that often
employed violent tactics, a deep-seated mistrust of government provides additional challenges to
any reform activity (PNA, 2007). As well, trust in government is an essential condition for
security – trust is a basic emotional need and a discrete objective of land tenure reform.

Land tenure reform in Aceh
This thesis will explore land tenure reform as an international intervention in Aceh, Indonesia. It
will focus upon two programs – a land titling initiative and an equitable titling policy. Chapter 2
will engage scholarly literature to develop a framework for best practices in land tenure reform
as an international intervention. Chapter 3 defines the methodology used to produce a
comparative analysis between the best practices framework and findings from practical
applications in Aceh. Chapter 4 gives insight into the rationale and activities of international
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organizations and their partners in Aceh, and Chapter 5 compares data from this case study to the
best practices framework. Chapter 6 gives concluding remarks and recommendations
for further research.
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CHAPTER 2: Methodology
Purpose
The objectives of this thesis are manifold:
•

Establish a best practices framework for the implementation of land tenure reform as a
humanitarian intervention.

•

Assemble a case study of such an intervention in Aceh, Indonesia following the Boxing
Day Tsunami of 2004 and subsequent peace accords.

•

Conduct a comparative analysis of strategic planning in practice with preferred tactics as
determined by scholars.

•

Determine to what extent and how dominant strategies from this case study relate to those
proposed within the best practices framework.

Approach to Research
This thesis is based upon an exploration of scholarly literature and writings generated by
organizations possessing a high degree of expertise in the area of humanitarian intervention. As
the availability of many important details relating to the case study of Aceh, Indonesia from
peer-reviewed sources are limited, field documents serve to compensate.

An analysis of research explores issues and debates essential to an understanding of decisionmaking. These include a thorough exploration of the legal apparatus upon which intervention
decisions are made and validated. The importance of comparative legal investigation is also
stressed. Care is taken to highlight the significance of Indonesia as a diverse, post-colonial state
whose legal challenges are wrought with the complexity of civil, adat, and Syariah law
simultaneously. A principal dimension of this research at large and the literature review
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particularly is its attention to ethical debates regarding the integration of standards, decisionmaking structures, and logic models that resonate throughout the Best Practices Framework.

Best Practices Framework
In order to render a clear and concise understanding of best practices, I have fitted the
Framework to a logic model that articulates the dominant purpose, theories of change, and
activities employed in humanitarian interventions geared at land tenure reform. Drawing upon
the Logic Model Development Guide (Kellogg, 2004) as well as Designing for Results (Church
and Rogers, 2006), I will articulate the goals, objectives, and assumptions that typify land tenure
reform in post-disaster and post-conflict settings. This tool will later be used to compare these
dominant strategies with those used in Aceh.

Literature from the field
Organizations with a current or previous presence in Aceh during the three-year period following
the tsunami produced a tremendous amount of field reporting. These documents establish the
events and, to some extent, attitudes associated with the intervention. Reports used in this thesis
are legitimated either by their reference in other scholarly work or their general recognition by
the international community as acceptable sources of information. As well, news reporting
provides a critical lens through which to view various recovery activities. This thesis relies only
upon newspapers known for substantiated reporting.
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Constructing a Case Study
As it is impossible to observe causation directly (Maxwell, 2004), I will focus on understanding
the context of this intervention to determine why certain decisions were made – impediments to
best practices might come from political sources as well as ignorance or neglect. This bottom-up
approach will not focus on regularities or patterns per se, but will be an intensive search to
assemble a fuller picture of events (Maxwell, 2004).

Analysis, Conclusions and Recommendations
A logic model drafted from the Best Practices Framework provides the backbone of this
research. Upon completion of the case study of Aceh, another logic model was drawn to measure
the dominant goals, theories of change and assumptions associated with the intervention as it
pertains to land tenure reform. A comparison of the two logic models showing their likeness and
elucidating their differences allows for a complex discussion of current thought and practice in
recovery settings. From the analysis, conclusions and recommendations regarding the Best
Practices Framework and both logic models are made.

Limitations of Research
Practically speaking, a sufficient amount of data and literature have not yet emerged on the
subject of Aceh, Indonesia as a post-conflict or post-disaster society. This is true as well for the
subject of the international intervention that took place following the earthquake and subsequent
tsunami in 2004. More information is needed for an insightful comparison of the strategies and
activities there with best practices discussed in the literature review. Elite interviews would have
compensated for this lack of knowledge and would have enriched the discussion gleaned from
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academic literature and field reporting. Given the scope of this master’s thesis and limitations of
time and resource, their inclusion was not possible.

As the primary focus of this research is to explore an example of best practices in the field and to
understand the extent to which scholars have considered contextual challenges, reporting could
only be made stronger by a thorough exploration of the attitudes and perceptions of local
beneficiaries. However, considering the duration and the prohibitive cost of conducting such
research, only field documents could be used. It was critical throughout the analysis phase to
take note of the failings of this approach. I will highlight these and will comment upon the
potential opportunity for better reporting as appropriate.
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CHAPTER 3: Literature Review
This chapter provides a review of scholarly literature on topics related to land tenure reform as
an international intervention. It attends to the ethics thereof as prescribed by international
humanitarian and human rights law. A Best Practices Framework for land tenure reform by
international actors emerges as a logic model and can be found in Appendix A.

Resource Wars
Wars fought over natural resources pervade much of human history. What defines the link
between a resource such as oil and conflict? Fuel minerals such as oil are not the only natural
resource over which battles are fought. The goal of this thesis, however, is to determine whether
the strategy of land tenure reform in Aceh, an oil- and natural gas-rich province of Indonesia,
coincides with best-known practices. As such, it is the resource of choice for this section.

Michael Ross (2004) conducted a cross-national meta-analysis of 14 quantitative and qualitative
studies to determine that, not only does the presence of oil increase the likelihood of conflict, it
exaggerates the possibility of a secessionist movement. Collier and Hoeffler (2002) corroborate,
suggesting that a natural resource discovery is a strong incentive for nearby populations to
establish sovereign states.

Ross (2004) also points to a resource curse – countries dependent upon export revenues from a
mined resource such as oil tend to find themselves with high poverty rates, high levels of
corruption, and slow economic growth. They are likely to be authoritarian regimes where the
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resource provides little benefit to the local economy and rents go mainly if not solely to political
elites. Where the rule of law is weak and this occurs, violence is sure to follow.

Defining “the Rule of Law”
While many agencies and institutions look upon the ‘rule of law’ in different ways, Rachel
Kleinfeld (2005) classifies definitions as being either “ends-focused,” using goal-oriented
indicators such as the extent to which a society is observant of human rights, or else “attributefocused,” measuring success based upon various characteristics such as an independent judiciary.
For the purposes of this thesis, I will use an “ends-focused” definition and will consider
“attributes” to be strategies with the potential of achieving the rule of law as a goal.

Within the “ends-focused” perspective, Rama Mani (2002) explains that there is yet another
dichotomy. The minimalist, positivist or classic liberal, point of view places security or
protection from ‘the natural lawlessness of man,’ above all other goals and calls attention to the
need for predictability as achieved by the observance of procedure and institutional strength. The
maximalist view, or “natural law position,” most closely related to the civil law tradition,
emphasizes justice as a primary concern, downplays procedure in favor of substance, and values
morality in decision-making. It is through this tradition that the concept of human rights was
brought to bear in modern discourse. As Mani aptly states, for a maximalist, “substance
supercedes form and justice overrides rules” (2002). Despite their differences, both traditions
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converge upon the following:

•

Stability and predictability

•

The existence of due process

•

Mechanisms for judicial review

•

Representative government

•

The separation of powers

•

Judicial independence

In the discussion that follows, several of these points will be shown as relevant to the goals and
priorities of land tenure reform as a best practice in peace building.

What Qualifies as Peace Building?
According to Carlos Santiso (2002), “the objective of peace-building is to rebuild ‘failed states’
in the hope of preventing the recurrence of conflict” (557) where a condition of success is
establishment of the rule of law. Jennifer Balint (1996) articulates several societal goals of peace
building. She highlights the restoration of public order, rehabilitation of victims, and the
prevention of future public order violations as universal aims. It would seem appropriate to add
rehabilitation of ex-combatants to this list, as their inclusion greatly reduces the chance of
recurring conflict (Drexler, 2006).

State modernization and democracy building are pervasive approaches to peace building,
particularly for organizations such as USAID and the World Bank. After the Cold War ended in
the early 1990s, the United Nations was forced to rethink the legal grounds upon which its peace
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building missions were based and to address the tension between democracy promotion and
national sovereignty (Balint, 1996). Using Central America as a case study, Santiso (2002) points
to research and evaluations as evidence that political will among the ruling elite and the public is
a prerequisite for democratization. Since this time, the United Nations has focused on its role as
mediator and trust-builder and has encouraged the prevention of political corruption. This shift in
attention has translated into promotion by the UN of elections at, as critics often point out,
premature stages of post-conflict recovery where the rule of law has not yet been secured.

Perhaps resulting from the strong influence of countries such as the United States where
minimalist thought governs the making of many policy decisions, UN agencies tend to err
toward efficiency of procedure in the administration of justice, consequently avoiding a focus on
judicial independence (Balint, 1996). Thus, the goals of international actors may be in stark
contrast to those of the populace. While those affected by conflict are likely to seek “justice,”
internationals are likely to focus upon “truth” and the collection of facts (Balint, 1996).

Just as the role of international actors has changed over the years, so has the role of law itself in
peace building. After World War II, law was seen as a prosecutorial instrument and has since
evolved into a tool for reconciliation. While prosecutions certainly do continue to take place,
other tools such as national commissions of inquiry, truth commissions, or special legislation
such as amnesty are often used or encouraged (Balint, 1996). While accountability is still a
mainstay of international attention and peace building theory, reconciliation and healing have
become integral components to intervention.
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A Discussion of Land Tenure in the Post-Conflict Context
An end to years of armed conflict can bring confusion and disorder in many areas of governance,
with land tenure being no exception. To be sure, large-scale disputes involving land and property
are so abundant that they must be considered in the establishment of the rule of law. The stability
and security of land and property are indeed a precondition for the mitigation of conflict
(Hurwitz, 2005). Land tenure security is essential for the satisfaction of both short-term and
long-term goals in a post-conflict setting. In her seminal work, Agnés Hurwitz (2005) articulates
the many causes of conflict that can be traced to land disputes. Among these, scarcity and the
desire to exploit natural resources are often used to help explain longstanding conflicts in Africa,
the Middle East, and around the world. Moreover, while tenure insecurity and inequalities
resulting from the redistribution of land may be cited among initial causes of war, they may also
account for the disintegration of peace in a post-conflict setting.

The dangers of neglect
If disregarded or enacted improperly, land tenure reform as a means of peace building can have
dire consequences. Often a lack of evidence such as property titles or a cadastre system will be
accompanied by multiple claims, squatting, and abandonment. Large-scale displacement and the
destruction of housing stocks could likely render verification issues initially moot. Failure to
abate inequalities in both the perception and substance of the administration of land tenure can
become a catalyst for the renewal of conflict (Hurwitz, 2005).

Conversely, security in land tenure coupled with the mainstreaming of human rights can assist in
the reduction of poverty and can increase access to essential resources such as clean water and
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food (Gleditsch, 1998). In order that rule of law programming be successful, what is most
important and often forgotten in the blur of urgency is an awareness of the legal context. Scott
Rozelle and Guo Li (1998) illuminate the under-examined nature of legal pluralism in rural
China to determine that careful attention must be paid to the interaction of multiple land tenure
systems. Their research finds that village leaders may or may not be agents of the state
depending upon the scarcity of resources upon which their constituents depend. Often, it is the
interaction of a formal, state-controlled land tenure system with informal customary traditions
that serves to complicate the process of establishing transparency. Even in times of peace this
may inspire discord.

Anja Nygren (2004) draws on the example of post-war Nicaragua. This case illustrates problems
that frequently arise when land tenure reform as a means of establishing the rule of law fails to
consider the existence and validity of customary traditions. In its attempt to generate “rational
land use patterns,” the Sandinista government created a titling regime on top of an existing
usufruct system and redistributed land according to term of use. The informal market, however,
included land that was then claimed as government property. As a result of the state’s lack of
observance of pre-existing structures and its violent behavior in implementing reforms, local
communities saw the new system as entirely de-legitimized. Locals responded with violence in
order to enforce traditional practices. Nygren notes that the state’s lack of acknowledgment of
informal traditions, thought of as “chaotic,” denied the reality of the political dynamic upon
which a lack of land tenure security had been built. She asserts,
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Differences between, and inconsistencies within, the coexisting
legal orders and normative rules provoke multifaceted processes of
negotiation, disagreement, and manipulation between multiple
stakeholders. In this process, resource-poor peasants are easily
marginalized, as the authorities fail to recognize that the existing
complexity of resource tenure provides no guarantee of a
democratic implementation of an abstract rule of law. The failure
to recognize the plurality of resource-regulating mechanisms, and
the unequal power relations interwoven with them, contributes to
social marginalization, rural violence, and the failure of wellintentioned
environmental
and
development
programs
implemented on tropical frontiers (149).

Challenges to Implementation
As was previously mentioned, insecurity comes when rights are too limited (the holding is too
small or held for too short a period to render a return on investment), where multiple claimants to
the same land suffer the confusion of an unclear process of adjudication generally resulting from
the interaction of multiple legal systems, or where enforcement is inadequate (USAID, 2005).
Particularly, though not exclusively in systems where multiple legal traditions intertwine, those
seeking to restore peace find multiple claimants to land and a great need for clarification in terms
of jurisdiction. These are two major obstacles to rule of law programming with respect to land
tenure (Myers, 1994). The USAID Toolkit (2005) broadens the lens to include large-scale
displacement and restitution as some of the greatest challenges to a successful intervention.

Jon Unruh (2004), writing for the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations, corroborates and adds that the conflict itself may create unexpected obstacles to
arbitrating land tenure disputes such as the installation of land mines or obligations laid out in the
peace accord by which the state has bound itself. He emphasizes the urgency with which strategy
must be developed and policies implemented. People, he says, will not wait for direction. They
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will rush to secure access to necessary resources and will re-engage the customs with which they
are most familiar – and upon which they may or may not agree.

Competing claims and clarity of jurisdiction
There is broad agreement between agencies, NGOs and scholars that competing claimants
represent one of the most significant challenges to land tenure security in post-conflict settings.
Hurwitz (2005) notes that, where multiple legal traditions intermix, disputes between multiple
claimants tend to intensify. As organizations with particular expertise in the area, USAID (2005),
OECD (2005) and FAO (2004) agree that careful integration of customary and formal systems
should be managed with attention to all stakeholders. Hurwitz (2005) warns on the outright
acceptance of customary traditions. If adjudication mechanisms are not clarified to allow for
transparent and straightforward processing, claimants will likely engage in institution shopping
as a method of manipulating the confused atmosphere to their own advantage. Disputes
frequently arise and land tenure becomes increasingly insecure when this occurs. Unruh (2004)
disputes this; he contends that forum shopping does not necessarily lead to insecurity. In fact, he
argues, the availability of multiple mechanisms may assist in providing security when the state
does not possess the capacity to handle the inevitable backlog of claims. What is necessary, he
says, is for local participants to operate and engage these mechanisms and for information
regarding their proper use to be widely disseminated.

Internal Displacement and International Law
Post-conflict circumstances are often characterized by large-scale displacement, which, in turn,
leads to large-scale resettlement. While the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1949)
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declared the right of all persons “to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for
acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law,” no law existed
to define the responsibility of the state in housing or returning the displaced to their homes
(Williams, 2007). Article 21 of the 1951 Geneva Refugee Convention asserts the right to housing
and signifies the beginning of a discussion over the rights of those forced from their homes as a
result of conflict or of natural disaster. Perhaps the most momentous of all international treaties
in this vein are the 1995 Dayton Accords for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The agreement
explicitly endows the right of all refugees and displaced persons to return home safely as well as
to their lost property or to just compensation. The gravity of this development inspired SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan to commission a report on the subject. In 1998, the United Nations High
Commissioner of Human Rights published the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, to
date the most comprehensive body of international norms pertaining to displaced persons. For
the purposes of this research, its principal message underscores the following:

•

Principle 14.1: the right to choose ones residence

•

Principle 21.3: the right to protection against “illegal appropriation, occupation or
use”

•

Principle 28.1: the responsibility of “competent authorities” to provide the means
by which the internally displaced may return to their homes
or may resettle

•

Principle 28.2: the responsibility of “such authorities” to ensure the participation
of IDPs in “the planning and management of their return or resettlement and
reintegration”

In 2005, the United Nations Reparations Principles expanded the right to return home to include
“restoration of liberty, enjoyment of human rights, identity, family life and citizenship, return to
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one’s place of residence, restoration of employment.” As the web of standards evolves to be ever
more inclusive, it follows the trend of the more broad category of international human rights law
– it begins to look like a set of suggestions rather than being actually codified and therefore
potentially defensible in a court of law. As anemic as the “right to return home” may sometimes
feel, the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (CESR) has called
the “right to adequate housing” justiciable in a court of law (General Comment Four, 1991).

To a certain extent, this dilemma is understandable. To return home, as it is enunciated through
peace accords, treaties, and other forms of international law, is very different and much more
vague than the right to return to one’s residence, prescribed in either set of “principles.” Neither
document is binding, and for good reason. The challenges to returning individuals and families to
their previous communities are often almost insurmountable and include ethnic tension, lack of
housing stock, large numbers of landless or homeless or, as with the 2004 tsunami, the
destruction of extant and arable land itself (Williams, 2005). While the strict observation of
international humanitarian principles is indeed a goal, this example expresses the oft-felt burden
of a nearly impossible task.

The Importance of Timing
As many issues become paramount when a conflict nears its end, the thought of land tenure is
often pushed to the back of minds as a less immediate concern than those involving basic needs
such as food, water and sanitation. Despite the apparent logic of this rationale, decisions made
and actions taken with regard to land tenure in the first stages of recovery are absolutely critical
to sustainable return and resettlement (Unruh, 2004). Hurwitz (2005) points to a lack of clarity in
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Security Council mandates as well as in peace agreements that prevents thoughtful
strategic planning.

Restitution and Politics
Those hoping to implement rule of law programming in the area of land tenure will often find a
complicated web of mechanisms ranging from customary structures to a corrupt formal system.
Awareness not only of various structures but also of the political tensions that govern them is
essential. Politics becomes increasingly important when considering the potential for land to be
used as a mechanism for restitution – that is, compensation for wrongs endured as the result of
the conflict. The political dynamic will likely determine the ability of individuals to lodge a
claim or an appeal, and this is never truer than for settings without previously existing formal
systems (Hurwitz, 2005).

Hurwitz (2005) proposes a balanced approach that includes an effectual public information
strategy, accessible claim processing centers and a method for adjudicating multiple claims that
are equally valid. Hurwitz also points out that less-than-altruistic interests often move certain
actors to support land tenure mechanisms as a means of advancing their agendas elsewhere. Such
behavior can endanger the legitimacy of international actors with known relationships to leaders
of various groups behaving in this way. An understanding of political dynamics cannot be
understated in the context of a post-conflict setting.
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Land Mines and Other Dangers of Virulent Terrain
Jon Unruh (2004) lists land mines among the many challenges of returning IDPs to their homes
as well as of establishing a viable land tenure system. In an environment where not only the
remaining population but the land itself is hostile, challenges to human security become ever
more complex. Land mines and the like endanger the lives not only of returnees but of
interventionists as well. Without strategic planning and quick action to coordinate return or
resettlement at an early stage, the displaced may rush to return and may provoke a renewal of
conflict by doing so. In many instances, IDPs will not want to return amid such dangers and will
require significant convincing of their removal. In light of this, trust will need to be established
early and maintained throughout an intervention.

A Discussion of Best Practices
Almost all literature regarding land tenure in post-conflict settings emphasizes the need for
coordination. Hurwitz (2005) stresses the urgency of information sharing and communication
between donors, international organizations, and institutions on the ground. Writers of the
USAID Toolkit (2005) feel that cross-sectoral linkages must be addressed in light of the
potentially retributive effects of neglect to such areas as water and sanitation or access to
physical infrastructure. Truly, what is a house outside of a sustainable community? Unruh (2004)
for FAO agrees but highlights livelihoods as a cross-cutting issue that, when properly addressed,
could alleviate pressure on land inequalities. For example, if organizations support the
individuals or communities in shifting from agricultural-based work to market-based work, less
stress would be put on land as a resource with resultant greater efficiency. Ultimately, Hurwitz
(2005) makes a strong statement in support of coordination among sectors when she says, “ to
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integrate land, property and housing into peace-building would be one of the single most
significant improvements that the UN could make” (28).

In her review of the more typical interventions engineered, Hurwitz (2005) describes
registration and titling as the ‘bread and butter’ of international actors. It is the mechanism with
which such organizations have the most experience despite there being little evidence to support
its usefulness. Its success depends greatly on the capacity of institutions such as courts and
registry offices to handle a massive volume of claims, on the ease with which the concept fits
with custom and on the ability of implementers to gather consensus from locals and IDPs. An
alternative to this approach is a demand-managed deed registration system wherein claimants are
given an incentive to register transactions, thus enabling authorities to focus their efforts on
enforcement rather than aggressive titling. Other options include:

•

Conditional titling

•

Adverse possession

•

The admission of oral evidence in formal courts

Redistribution is an oft-debated policy choice. A 2003 report from the World Bank supports it
as a tool to achieve greater equity, but the USAID Toolkit (2005) warns that disputes often arise
when those from whom land is taken are not fairly compensated. A best practice is to add value
by improving access to opportunities that are likely to stimulate economic growth. Hurwitz
(2005) suggests the use of market mechanisms with pro-poor strategies such as a supported
rental market whereby smaller properties are consolidated into more economically viable assets.
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Well-functioning dispute resolution mechanisms are perhaps the most widely accepted
precondition for land tenure security by organizations and scholars alike. While Hurwitz (2005)
supports the creation of land courts to arbitrate disputes, USAID (2005) prefers a less imposing
apparatus – customary or community-based arbitration, particularly that which builds upon
socially recognized and formidable informal institutions. An important consideration, however,
is the likelihood that conflict-causing tensions or those resulting from it will create a politically
dangerous climate for arbitration by locals (Hurwitz, 2005). In its Toolkit (2005), USAID
emphasizes the importance of neutrality on the part of international actors and the potential use
of a claims commission whereby multiple stakeholders could be engaged in a transparent forum.
Unruh (2004) notes the need for objectivity and the legitimacy that it can give to international
actors. Regardless of the mechanism chosen, a variety of supplemental programs are often cited
as advantageous:

•

Campaigns to disseminate information

•

Educational training on the proper use of dispute resolution mechanisms

•

Training of administrators in the proper application of mechanisms

Land taxation is an underutilized tool by which, Hurwitz (2005) suggests, local governments
could establish a revenue source and could, if aptly enforced, alleviate some tension between
local and national governments in the recovery process. The establishment of an internal revenue
stream would empower local government by reducing its dependence upon federal funding.
Local decision-making is then strengthened. By linking stakeholders together in a decentralized
capacity, policymakers would be better able to ensure accountability.
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International humanitarian agencies have begun to identify and to focus upon cross cutting issues
such as public health, environmental, and gender equity concerns. Gender mainstreaming,
defined by the United Nations Office of the Special Advisor on Gender Issues and Advancement
of Women (OSAGA) as a strategy for the promotion of gender equality that engages the interests
of all people regardless of gender in all activities, is a burgeoning area of concentration. This
language is noticeably absent from the USAID Toolkit (2005). The OECD brief on Land and
Conflict (2005) refers only to “specific gender considerations” (3). The FAO working paper
entitled Post-conflict Land Tenure: Using a Sustainable Livelihoods Approach by Jon Unruh
(2004) makes no mention whatsoever of gender mainstreaming or of previous iterations on the
topic such as “women’s rights.” Hurwitz (2005) notes the necessity of gender mainstreaming in
all rule of law programming and remarks that even the United Nations Committee on the
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) gives it barely more than passing
mention. In 2001, OSAGA published a fact sheet detailing the UN mandate on gender
mainstreaming and an approach for implementation. It includes the full participation of women
at all levels of decision-making and the need to make potentially differing interests of men and
women explicit in policymaking.

Sequencing
While all agree that proper sequencing is important, it must not be forgotten that the legal
tradition of the post-conflict society will dictate the specific order of approach. Countries in the
common law tradition, though there are not many, will follow more closely with the priorities of
minimalism, placing security as the most urgent goal. While security will no doubt be of the
utmost concern in civil law countries, justice will play a far more prevalent role early on in the
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recovery process (Mani, 2002). For example, there may be more public pressure for restitution
policies to be put in place in the short-term.

Hurwitz (2005) provides a comprehensive framework for the proper sequencing of interventions
as a part of overall land tenure programming. The first step, she says, is to perform an exhaustive
conflict analysis and a needs assessment that should include the availability of land and housing,
existing legal structures and a profile of targeted groups. In the short-term, projects should
coordinate to find temporary housing solutions, to discover and protect existing property records,
and develop and strengthen dispute-resolution mechanisms. She remarks that legal reforms
should not be made without the consultation of key stakeholders, namely the public. In terms of
institution building, a special task force should be created either independently or within an
existing rule of law task force, also an essential fixture, to coordinate among actors. As well, she
suggests that a deed registration system as explained above should be established at this stage.
Her recommendations for the initial stages of intervention deal mostly with the need for a bold
assertion of the rule of law as well as extensive research into available resources. She emphasizes
the need for pilot projects to test new approaches and for an open dialogue between actors.

Activity reserved for the long-term ought to include the implementation of restitution legislation
and the processing of claims. As partnerships become more solidified, institutional capacity
should be built around land tenure policies with an emphasis on marginalized groups.

The USAID Toolkit (2005) suggests a variety of policies to assist with land tenure interventions.
The Toolkit underscores the importance of investing in local infrastructure, particularly
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agriculture and of establishing educational programming for technical assistance. Most research
elucidates the need to identify sectoral linkages as a method of ensuring sustainable development
post-intervention, and market reforms are highlighted here. These recommendations are more
perennial in nature, and they can be left to later stages of programming.

The Ethics of International Intervention
International organizations such as the United Nations and the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) operate according to a doctrine. NGOs do as well, often acting in familiar
capacities in each intervention. The United Nations and ICRC operate according to charters and
mandates that define their principles, their agency and the boundaries that characterize their
work. NGOs are reliant upon a lesser standard of regulation, but the discipline of humanitarian
intervention has produced standards and behavioral norms that have been widely accepted and
operationalized by many actors.

Kofi Annan once observed that intervention has become a nearly canonical method of assisting
civilians in times of need (Annan, 1999). While the UN, NGOs, and state governments may see
their priorities differently, all are engaged in the pursuit of an overarching goal and, through their
actions, take a stance in the central debate over state sovereignty. For many interventionists,
satisfaction of human rights norms and humanitarian standards drive programming, funding
decisions and the individual behavior of staff. For other actors such as state governments and the
UN where political dynamics drive decision-making, determining a purpose and therefore a
course of action is often more complex.
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The Principles of Intervention: Democracy, Self-Determination, and Sovereignty
Democracy promotion has long been lauded as the saving grace of humanity, at least from the
Western perspective. Many scholars feel that the employment of this ideal as seemingly endemic
to international interventions supports its place as a universal right (Buchanan, 2001). A rush to
elections in Liberia, Bosnia and Mozambique evinces a strong international sentiment that tokens
of democracy early in an intervention signal coming success. Since the end of the Cold War, the
United States, its allies and often the UN itself has championed democratic governance as being
requisite for peace and stability around the world (Buchanan, 2001). Democracy itself is merely
an indicator of self-determination, however. In its charter, the United Nations highlights not
democracy but the principle of self-determination. In chapter 11 (1945), which concerns non-self
governing territories, article 73 articulates an organizational obligation toward the development
of self-government, free political institutions, and the necessity to take note of community
political aspirations. The right of self-determination is the right of a population, not of a state.
Likewise, individuals, not states, possess human rights (McCorquodale, 2004).

Elites often have more in common with the elites of other states than with the general population
of their own (McCorquodale, 2004). Regardless of whether political leaders act through public or
private means to serve the interests of the state, those interests may not be those of its citizens,
particularly if meeting the needs of the latter requires some sacrifice of its own power
(McCorquodale, 2004). The sovereignty of a state may therefore be in direct conflict with the
self-determination of its population.
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Sovereignty, defined as “freedom from external control” by Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary of
Law, is the right of a group or entity. A state is an entity defined by its institutions. To this
extent, it is a legal fiction derived from documents that form the basis of law. While sovereignty
does not necessarily mean state sovereignty, it is most often alluded to as such in international
discourse (McCorquodale, 2004). It is derived by consensual means through agreement and
acknowledgement on the part of other states and organizations, not necessarily of its own
citizens. Whereas self-determination relies upon a moralist argument for its fundamental and
inderogable defense, state sovereignty is a privilege that can be revoked (Ward, 2006). The case
of East Timor provides an excellent example of this, as does that of Kosovo. This Lockean
interpretation of international relations goes so far as to state that self-determination supercedes
state sovereignty, in theory. In practice, the capacity to enforce these rights differs as much as do
the origins of their power. Often it has been noted that observance of state sovereignty acts as a
blockade to serving populations in need (McCorquodale, 2004).

Non-state actors such as NGOs and even internal secessionist movements face the barrier of
sovereignty for the realization of their purposes. While these organizations are included in
international humanitarian law, they are excluded almost entirely from the international legal
system in other respects. They do not possess the same rights to defend the liberty of a
population, though some such as Medecins Sans Frontiers do ignore this in their mandate and
assume a moral argument for violating sovereignty to gain access to people in need (Walker,
2005). While organizations that are not states arguably should not have the same rights as states
in international discourse, they do often reflect the ambitions of a population not adequately
represented by its government. As international law moves in a direction more closely linked to
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the consensus model of common law, perhaps opportunities to engage this vicarious delegation
of actors is more likely to emerge (McCorquodale, 2004).

Though the international political landscape has seen many changes since the end of the Cold
War and with the events surrounding the September 11 attacks in 2001, sovereignty remains a
hallmark of interstate relationships. It is a key principle articulated in chapter one of the United
Nations Charter (1945), and with this clear placement of priority, state actors take much care in
its observance, often to the detriment of human rights norms (Wheeler and Dunne, 2001).

The observance of sovereignty is important for state-to-state relationships and has been clearly
defined through many charters, treaties, and agreements. As nations rely on each other for
security and trade, the respect of one nation for the borders and laws of another forms the
backbone of those connections. It is the elites, however, who conduct foreign policy. Thus, state
sovereignty is in fact the sovereignty of elites (Buchanan, 2001). To the extent that the
management of these relationships relies upon strength retained by the state, maintaining power
in the international landscape is usually of the utmost concern to governments and key
stakeholders such as members of the business community that are able to benefit from such
standing (McCorquodale, 2004).

The Case of East Timor
Very often, the elites of one state will place its sovereignty over the self-determination of another
(McCorquodale, 2004). Here, we begin to see the consequences of a philosophical conflict
between these two principles as they pertain to state support for humanitarian interventions.
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States hold membership to the UN and sway over its resources. States also provide funding for
interventionist activities like those of NGOs and other types of organizations. The very act of
choosing to intervene often comes down to a choice between these two principles.

In the case of East Timor, a territory controlled by Indonesia following its release from
Portuguese colonization, strong secessionist sentiment tested the will of western nations and their
ally, Australia. With a referendum for independence and subsequent violence and chaos,
Australia maintained a policy of placation with Indonesia as its army pillaged and destroyed East
Timor. Prime Minister John Howard felt that Australian relations with Indonesia outweighed the
interests of the East Timorese self-determination. Its close proximity to the archipelago added a
layer of security concern (Wheeler and Dunne, 2001). Indonesia remains a significant ally to the
West; its labor markets are substantially cheaper than those in the United States, for example,
and American companies rely upon it for manufacturing (Wheeler and Dunne, 2001). To this
extent, state interests came into direct conflict with humanitarian standards and human rights
norms. In accordance with the principle of self-determination, East Timor should have become
an independent state upon its release from colonial rule. Its referendum for independence only
strengthens the argument that this principle was not respected.

When international actors were able to intervene in East Timor, it was only at the invitation of
the Indonesian government, an agreement mediated by its neighbor Malaysia. Both nations are
members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), an organization that strives
for economic growth and stability within the region and that above all values the sovereignty of
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its members (Wheeler and Dunne, 2001). As pressure mounted from international media outlets,
public outcry caused the Australian government to rethink its position and, ultimately, caused it
to lead international peacekeeping forces as the UN took administrative control over the territory
in an unprecedented act of eristic guardianship. This was seen as a departure from Australian
“vital interests,” brought about almost entirely from public outcry (Wheeler and Dunne, 2001). If
popular pressure is a stronger enforcer of self-determination and human rights norms than the
international agreements in which they are articulated, it is clear that state sovereignty, and
therefore states rights, supercede self-determination and individual rights in practice. If one is
looking for evidence that sovereignty is a more realistically essential element of international
dialogue, a look at the current status of East Timor as a sovereign state that is governed by its
people refutes this – Australia now has its own relationship with East Timor. It is also worth
noting that Australian interest may have been strongly in favor of supporting Indonesian
hegemony over such areas as Aceh rather than face a nearby secessionist government or chaos
such as that which engulfed East Timor (Wheeler and Dunne, 2001).

Implications of Self-Determination and Sovereignty for Land Tenure
Land tenure, or the right to use land toward a certain end, defines a key objective in establishing
the rule of law in post-conflict societies. Its aim is not only toward investment but also toward
the protection of resources and the stability of relationships between various groups within a
region. John Locke affirmed this “right to use” ideology as an argument for natural law (Ward,
2006). In the past, this line of reasoning has been used as a “pseudo-humanitarian” defense for
the displacement of Native Americans – exploiting land as a natural resource increases its
productivity for all of mankind. This is a misrepresentation of Locke, however, who argued that
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land tenure defined expressly as the right to use is in fact a fundamental right (Ward, 2006). If
we rely on this moral argument, the right to land tenure and agency over its management is a
direct representation of self-determination. As McCorquodale (2004) states, “it is for the people
to determine the destiny of a territory and not the territory to determine the destiny of the people”
(499). Ultimately, sovereignty over the development and administration of a land tenure system
may belie contradictions between state interests and those of the population of a particular region
such as Aceh. In post-conflict zones, land tenure issues typically involve the “right to return” and
an expansion on the “right to housing,” defined as “the right to live somewhere in security, peace
and dignity” (Felice, 1999). Whether or not beneficiaries are included in the process of land
tenure reform in short-term or the long-term is an issue that strikes the very heart of the
sovereignty debate.

The Intervention Itself
The previous discussion has examined the principles that broadly delineate international action in
an emergency – whether it is a natural disaster or conflict – but what of the activities on the
ground? The following section will analyze various primary sources of human rights and
international humanitarian law such as the United Nations Charter, Sphere Standards and the
Geneva Conventions as well as various scholarly writings to assemble a picture of ethical
standards and debates. The analysis will often reference a significant gap in research – the
perspective of victims as stakeholders in the development of these standards is often neglected.
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Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law
Human rights law and international humanitarian law may not appear to hold much semantic
difference, but two key distinguishing elements remain extremely important. First, they are
institutionalized through very different mechanisms and are enforced by different organizations.
Second, appropriate legal application of each body of law takes place under distinct conditions.

Human Rights Law
Human rights law (HRL) attempts to be a comprehensive body of international law comprised of
both explicit legal instruments and customary law. It includes the Declaration of the Rights of
Man, the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and all other treaties and conventions
where the language and conditions set out are within the framework of human rights discourse.
Enforcement capacity exists only through the secretariats attached to treaties or conventions,
though a core principle of all such agreements requires that signing parties adapt domestic law
accordingly (Darcy, 1997). As well, HRL emphasizes the responsibility of individuals to protect
the human rights of others (Slim, 2002).

Human rights fall into three categories. ‘Liberty’ rights, or ‘freedom of/to’ rights involve rights
of personal sovereignty such as freedom of religion, freedom of movement and freedom to
congregate. A second distinction is the right to civil, legal or political status – this includes the
right to a fair trial and the right to vote. Third is perhaps the most important grouping, typically
referred to as ‘freedom from’ rights. These include freedom from torture and freedom from
enslavement. While other rights may be suspended in a state of emergency, it is never considered
acceptable to suspend the rights of this last category (Darcy, 1997). Human rights law applies in
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peacetime as well as wartime, making it an often-debated subject among scholars
and practitioners.

International Humanitarian Law
International humanitarian law (IHL) applies only to the parties and individual fighters in a
conflict. It is enshrined in two groupings of instruments commonly known as Geneva Law and
Hague Law (Mackintosh, 2000). Hague Law pertains to conduct during warfare and is a matter
of customary international law, meaning that it remains binding to all actors, state or non-state,
regardless of whether the state is a signatory.

Geneva Law concerns the treatment of victims during conflict and includes all four Geneva
Conventions, Protocols 1 and 2 and Common Article 3. The Four Geneva Conventions and
Common Article 3 are considered to be customary international law. Protocols 1 and 2 are not
customary and only apply when a state is a signatory. Through Geneva Law, the International
Committee of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (ICRC) is tasked with closely
monitoring the observation of IHL (Mackintosh, 2000).

While IHL does not govern the behavior of humanitarian organizations, a doctrine not enshrined
in the Geneva Conventions allows the ICRC to serve another purpose. Its humanitarian activities
and those of other organizations such as non-government organizations (NGOs) or agencies of
the United Nations (UN) are governed by a set of fundamental principles. Humanitarianism
requires that all people be treated with dignity regardless of distinction or affiliation. Impartiality
means that interventionists should engage in proper triage, giving relief according to need (or
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proportionally) and without discrimination (Mackintosh, 2000). The third principle, neutrality, is
most hotly debated. It is sometimes described as two different concepts: interventionists should
resist political affiliation and humanitarian organizations should not be and should not appear to
be an agent of someone else (Darcy, 1997).

In a conflict setting where humanitarian principles and IHL apply, human rights law remains in
effect. The standards for IHL are more vague than the language of human rights law and are
therefore much lower (Mackintosh, 2000).

As context is important in humanitarian intervention, so are the goals of such operations. These
often range from containment – safeguarding the economy or returning a place to its pre-conflict
context, compassion – alleviating suffering, or change – causing a situation to shift in order to
prevent future conflict (Biber, 2004). The latter of these, it should be noted, carries many
political implications.

Criticisms of International Humanitarian Law, Human Rights Law,
and Humanitarian Activities
Humanitarian and human rights organizations suffer from oft-displeased assessments, both from
external observers, governments, and media as well as from relief and aid workers angrily
voicing their disapproval from “the field.” It should be noted that, while standards may not be
very high in many cases, the expectations of donors and beneficiaries are astronomical and often
far exceed the capacity of those tasked with direct service (Walker, 2005).
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In his essay, By What Authority? The Legitimacy and Accountability of Non-government
Organizations, Hugo Slim (2002) describes the typical model of a human rights organization. He
details their centralized structure, removed from the action and without a core membership base
(unlike Amnesty International, he adds). “Instead of being the currency of a social justice or
conscience-driven movement, ‘human rights’ has increasingly become the specialized language
of a select professional cadre with its own rights of passage and methods of certification” (2).
The exclusivity described here evinces a distinct lack of participatory practice that might involve
the people whose welfare these groups profess to champion.

Developing legitimacy as an international actor
While there are many elements to understanding the behavioral ethics of human rights and
humanitarian organizations as well as those of individuals involved in humanitarian work, the
manner in which these groups or people establish their “right to be there” is a critical
consideration and, therefore, a good starting place. International organizations such as the ICRC
and UN have specific mandates given them by either a membership or a legal instrument upon
which previous consensus has been reached. Alternatively, NGOs derive their own mandates
(Slim, 2002). International humanitarian law recognizes aid workers as protected persons, thus
affording them another level of legitimacy and safety, in theory. Human rights organizations, the
vast majority of whom are NGOs are able to rely somewhat on the 1998 Declaration on Human
Rights Defenders, also known as the Paris Declaration, but these groups face sovereignty issues
because of their status as non-state actors as was previously discussed in this chapter.
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The 1986 Declaration on the Right to Develop pushed the envelope not only the development
side of international work but in post-conflict and disaster settings as well, proclaiming
development the right and responsibility of all (Slim, 2002). The 1990s found many
governments, international organizations, non-profits, and companies wrestling with the concept
of sustainability – how to meet the goals of equity, environmental health, and economic viability
all within the framework of what was then being spoken of as ‘development.’ In 1992, the UN
convened the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED),
commonly known as the Earth Summit, which published Agenda 21, the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development. Chapter 40.3 states, “there is a general lack of capacity,
particularly in developing countries, and in many areas at the international level, for the
collection and assessment of data, for their transformation into useful information and for their
dissemination. There is also need for improved coordination among environmental,
demographic, social and developmental data and information activities.” In terms of
accountability, this led to ends-driven data collection wherein success was determined by the
number of people reached rather than how much better their quality of life was made by an
intervention (Slim, 2002).

Non-government organizations especially continue to feel the strain of badly needed public or
private support, monetarily and otherwise. Achieving this, Slim (2002) says, is a two-step
process. First, an organization must justify its position, and second, it must prove the efficacy of
its approach. Unfortunately, this type of accountability only moves upward, addressing itself to
donor organizations and governments.
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In terms of establishing the legitimacy of its voice, an organization must first decide on behalf of
whom it speaks. It may stand for the people, with the people, by the people or as the people.
With each step of increased agency comes that much more pressure to prove its authority
(Slim, 2002).

Being unable to rely on legal means, all NGOs must generate legitimacy. While the question of
authority is political, established through alliances and membership, other forms of legitimacy
can be generated through action. Reliability and reputation, for example, can come from
expertise, rigorous performance evaluations, transparent accounting mechanisms and, most
importantly though rarely enlisted, downward accountability (Slim, 2002). Downward
accountability is the process by which those receiving the services of an organization are able to
relate freely their level of satisfaction, praise and criticism of the intervention aimed at
improving their welfare. This is often no easy task; though other reasons may force its neglect.
There is no connection between donors and those on the receiving end of services, thus the voice
of the vulnerable holds little weight when decisions of funding are made.

Codes of Conduct: Allegiance to ‘those caught in the middle”
Humanitarian organizations can establish another level of legitimacy by adherence to a code of
behavioral ethics. In 1994, the ICRC published a Code of Conduct for itself and members of the
NGO community, expressly for the purpose of creating a unified standard for disaster relief
(Biber, 2004). It was hoped that the inevitable result of this first step would be an eventual
Geneva Convention for Humanitarian Aid (1994). Following its publication, the ICRC and the
NGO community embarked on yet another project – The Sphere Humanitarian Charter and
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Minimum Standards in Disaster Response. The Charter references the ICRC Code of Conduct
and the Minimum Standards, commonly known as the Sphere Standards, build out technical
standards for ‘a life with dignity’ (Darcy, 2004). It was first published in 1998 and then revised
to close the ‘protection gap.’ Many in the field noticed the necessity to pair relief efforts with
better security (Young et al., 2004).

The Code of Conduct for the ICRC and NGOs in Disaster Relief
The Code itself is voluntary and requires self-policing, though it has become common practice
for all ICRC activities and for those of many other organizations. Its basic premise is to put
humanitarian principles into practice. Most importantly, it states the need to keep separate the
efforts of humanitarian work from any sort of agenda – political or otherwise (1994). At its
creation, the ICRC noted the frequency with which humanitarian efforts were being absorbed
into the foreign policy machinery of various states (Walker, 2005).

Another mainstay of the Code is its emphasis on accountability to beneficiaries as well as to
donors and particularly to reduce the potential for future harm. (Walker, 2005) While the Code
has been widely accepted as standard practice, it has not been immune from criticism. In his
essay Cracking the code: the genesis, use and future of the Code of Conduct, Peter Walker
(2005) offers a comprehensive review of such apprehensions. The Code, while proclaiming
downward accountability as integral to humanitarian work, offered no mechanism through which
the intended beneficiaries of international interventions might complain. As well, it directed field
organizations toward activities in war zones that international law has not legitimized. The Code
was built out of principles articulated through international humanitarian law through which, as
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was previously noted in this chapter, the ICRC is not always permitted entry into an area of
conflict. Walker is particularly concerned with the omission of reference to advocacy. While
humanitarian action, he says, is dependent upon neutrality, its implications here are more
complex. “Humanitarians,” he says, “need to resist fiercely the doctrine of ‘you are either with us
or against us’. Their allegiance should be to those caught in the middle” (331).

The Sphere Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards for Disaster Response
The Sphere Standards were written to be rights-based. UNHCR defines a rights-based approach
as “a conceptual framework for the process of human development that is normatively based on
international human rights standards and operationally directed to promoting and protecting
human rights.” In this way, it is an aggregation of human rights and humanitarian norms. Its
directives address three sectors specifically:

•

Water, sanitation and hygiene promotion

•

Food security, nutrition and food aid

•

Shelter, settlement and non-food items

It makes specific mention within the latter section of the principle of ‘non-refoulement’, meaning
that refugees retain the right not to return to places where their lives are in danger for fear of
violence or for reason of inhabitable conditions (Walker, 2005).

The 2004 revision took note of a few key gaps, particularly in communication of what the term
“standard” really meant. Many NGOs still considered within their logic models that a standard
meant to achieve a particular level success (i.e. 2,100 kcal per person per day). Sphere language
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described these as indicators, allowing humanitarian workers the ability to determine if a
particular standard (basic nutrition) was met. The discrepancy in focus here is important, say
Helen Young et al. (2004). There is a vast difference between approaching standards as
operational as opposed to rights based. While 2,100 kcal serves as an indicator, it is only as
useful as the signal it is able to send. Alternatively, basic nutrition is a right, the ultimate goal.
Reliance upon a single indicator may not be appropriate for measuring success.

While Sphere promotes the concept of downward accountability, a common criticism concerns
its overly technical nature. While explicit and precise indicators are an important feature of the
Sphere Standards, they appear somewhat disconnected from the principles articulated in the
Humanitarian Charter (Darcy, 2004). In reality, the addition of more sections and a greater
variety of indicators would assist in operationalizing the Charter.

Conclusion
In order that a comparative analysis may be conducted, findings from this chapter have been
synthesized into a logic model that will serve as a Best Practices Framework. This framework
can be found in Appendix A.
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Chapter 4: Case Study
The objective of this chapter is to clarify the role of international intervention in Aceh, Indonesia
following the Boxing Day Tsunami of 2004 with specific regard for land tenure reform. While
strong national leadership was responsible for coordinating programs, international partners
played an important role. This chapter will explain the ideologies and activities of various
organizations with information extracted from field documents, government reports, and
scholarly research that focus upon Aceh and the history of Indonesia. This chapter stands as a
resource where upon a logical framework similar to that developed out of the literature review in
Chapter 2 will be made.

International Response
The plight of tsunami survivors became the object of media frenzy. This generated an
unprecedented and extraordinary outpouring of pledges to donate many helpful resources. The
Indonesian government established the Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Agency for Aceh and
Nias (BRR) in order to create its own recovery agenda. It served to coordinate vast sums of
monetary relief and more than 500 organizations from around the world pledging assistance,
manpower, and programming (UN Special Envoy, 2006). The BRR focused its efforts solely on
tsunami recovery with little or no attention to the effects of GAM-related conflict.

Aceh as Post-emergency and post-conflict
In August 2005, GAM signed the Helsinki Peace Accord with the government of Indonesia. The
peace agreement, known as the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), stipulates that a Law on
Governing Aceh (LoGA) be passed to clearly delineate between national and provincial
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jurisdiction respecting extended autonomy. It specifies that Aceh should be entitled to 70% of
current and future revenues from the extraction of hydrocarbon deposits and any other natural
resources located within Acehnese land or sea boundaries (MOU, 2005). Most other Indonesian
provinces receive between 15 and 30%, depending upon the natural resource (May, 2007). As
well, the Indonesian government would be required to fulfill adherence to human rights law,
specifically to both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESR). A human rights court
should be created and a truth and reconciliation commission should be formed to determine past
abuses and to enable rapprochement (MOU, 2005). To manage the transition of ex-combatants to
integrated members of society, the government created the Aceh Peace-Reintegration Agency, or
BRA (UN Special Envoy, 2006).

The LoGA
The Law on Governing Aceh, or LoGA, was passed in 2006. It codifies the MOU to the extent
that most stipulations are included. There has been much debate over procedures through which
Aceh would receive its 70% stake of revenue. The language is vague, leaving either side’s
leadership to argue over whether Jakarta or Aceh should have financial control over the process.
The human rights court and truth commission were ultimately casualties of the government’s
choice to focus on disaster recovery over conflict rehabilitation (May, 2007).

The LoGA does not include articles requiring the Indonesian government to adhere to ICCPR
and ICESR, though it does list a set of principles that must be observed. While it does officially
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create both the human rights court and truth commission, neither come with enforcement or
monitoring mechanisms (May, 2007).

The Legal System of Indonesia
Like many post-colonial states, Indonesia is a country whose legal system reflects its rich and
violent history of economic exploitation, ethnic tension, and immigration as well as its vast
natural resource wealth. It is a perfect example of legal pluralism. Indonesian law and, by
default, Acehnese law combine three different legal traditions. The State operates under the civil
law tradition as inherited from its days as a Dutch colony. Its civil code closely mirrors that of
the Netherlands, though Islamic law holds a place of such prominence in Indonesian society that
both are so influential as to have been largely interwoven (Bowen, 2000).

Of the four types of courts in Indonesia – general, Islamic, commercial, and administrative –
those most relevant to a discussion of property rights are the first two. Both the general court and
the Islamic court are structured such that the appeals process culminates with the Supreme Court
of Indonesia (Bowen, 1998). Islamic law holds many similarities with common law (Bassiouni,
2002), and exceptions to the civil law tradition of countries such as France and Holland abound.
Fluctuations in the primacy of legal traditions are nowhere more evident than in Supreme Court
proceedings. Its decisions are not stare decisis,5 though some cases are published in a book
known as Yurisprudensi and are referenced by appellate courts in reversing the rulings of lower
courts (Bowen, 2000).

5

Its decisions do not establish precedent, a fixture of the common law tradition but not for that of civil law.
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Prior to the tsunami, the Acehnese demonstrated little trust in the general courts. Though
severely underfunded, Syariah courts enjoyed much greater appeal. In areas affected by the
conflict, local adjudication methods often could not be used for having been undermined by
GAM. The secessionist movement discouraged reliance on any formal judicial mechanisms
(Fitzpatrick, 2008).

Sufism in Indonesia
While most Indonesian Muslims belong to the Sunni branch of Islam, the influence of Sufism
should not be discounted, particularly in Aceh where it is heavily practiced. Sufi Muslims
incorporate “devotional and mystical intensifications of core Islamic practice” into their worship
and rituals (Howell, 2001). A modernist critique of Sufism objects to “idolatrous folk rituals and
heretic assumptions of divine powers by Syekhs6” (Howell, 2001), though these customs have
experienced a revival and are widely observed throughout both the rural landscape and among
urban intellectuals (Howell, 2001).

In the early 1990s, the national government attempted to codify Islamic law and published The
Compilation, a Presidential Instruction. Written by jurists, it was proclaimed as ijma7, an
important element of Islamic jurisprudence (Bowen, 1998). Despite great juristic respect for ijma
in Islam, the strength of The Compilation derives mainly from executive mandate of immediate
application by all judges throughout Indonesia. Its legal status is hotly debated as a result
(Bowen, 1998).

6
7

Syekh is a transliteration of sheikhs from Arabic to Bahasa.
Meaning consensus, ijma reflects currently a accepted interpretation by Islamic scholars.
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During Dutch colonial rule, an attempt was made to codify adat, but this practice has not
survived. Indonesia observes a “living adat” that is malleable to current cultural and social
contexts. Its power in the legal system decidedly suffers as a result (Bowen, 2000). Though
village leaders may serve as experts in court, judges ultimately decide how to integrate adat into
jurisprudence (Bowen, 2000). Throughout its 65-year history as an institutionalized feature of the
Indonesian legal system, the Islamic court has had many confrontations involving adat norms
(Bowen, 2000).

The Tsunami and Land Tenure
As BRR and its partners began to assess the climate of land tenure security, it was clear that legal
pluralism would play an important role in recovery. Reformers would have to confront a largely
undocumented system of land rights as well as communities with an internalized understanding
of tenure that could compete with government objectives.

Key challenges to implementation included the potential for land conflicts involving inheritance,
land-grabbing, and secondary occupation, though little was reported of the latter. Syariah law
governs inheritance in most areas of Aceh, and the Syariah court had a backlog of more than
100,000 cases when land tenure programming began in 2005. The question of how to handle
land in recent conflict zones was ultimately avoided by projects central to the reform effort.
Additionally, the issue of corruption played an expected role in dictating the behavior of leading
organizations – the variety of avenues for victims to use showed the potential
for system manipulation.
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Land Consolidation
In his 2005 report entitled Restoring and Confirming Rights to Land in Tsunami-Affected Aceh,
Daniel Fitzpatrick discusses land consolidation. While this issue most often refers to parcels
being too small for their owners to garner much benefit from their use, the problem of unusable
or unproductive land in Aceh derives not from its size but from damages incurred as a result of
the Tsunami. In addition to pervasive coastal and residential damage, more than 74,000 hectares
of aquaculture and agricultural land, specifically rice fields, mangroves, and ports of ocean
access used for fishing, were destroyed (UN Special Envoy, 2006). The vast majority of
Acehnese depend upon agriculture for their livelihoods. Given this, revitalization of these and
other agricultural assets posed a grave impediment (Fitzpatrick, 2005).

Relocation/Restitution
Relocation and restitution are always contentious issues in land tenure reform. In Aceh, it was an
absolute necessity to relocate those whose parcels were destroyed. While the Master Plan,
prepared by the BRR in conjunction with United Nations agencies and other partners, observes
international principles such as the right to return voluntarily to ones home as well as
compensation when return is factually impossible, there was some question as to the feasibility
of delivering on the promise against involuntary relocation (Fitzpatrick, 2005). Beneficiaries not
only have the right to choose against returning home, they as well have the right to choose where
home will be. Herein lies perhaps the greatest challenge for land tenure reformers in Aceh. How
will relocation sites be determined (Fitzpatrick, 2007a)? As well, compensation and the value of
land pre-tsunami in accordance with livelihood choices, communal agreements, and family
histories can be an almost irreconcilable debate.
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Post-conflict versus post-Tsunami
Addressed in a limited capacity and only in policy statements and reports, Aceh’s post-conflict
status was a major hurdle. Politically speaking, the Indonesian government had strong
reservations about engaging in high profile post-conflict recovery as doing so might lead to a
political nightmare. Following the signing of the MOU, GAM continued to be active in a
political capacity. Its ultimate goal was Acehnese independence, though its leadership has stated
that this was merely a means to ends (prosperity, justice, etc.) that could now be satisfied through
self-government (Aspinall, 2008).

Tsunami-affected areas lie along the western and northern coasts of Sumatra whereas former
conflict zones are more inland, lying closer to the eastern coast. Geographically, the relief effort
could focus solely on tsunami victims without receiving much external flack. Internally,
however, doing so increased tensions. Unlike with past attempts to secure peace, GAM took
steps to disarm prior to the implementation of the MOU. This is a sign that the rebellion saw the
peace accord as an opportunity for sustained peace and not simply a stopgap measure to achieve
some intermediate objective (Aspinall, 2008). Former leadership, rewarded with new legitimized
authority and monetary support, spurned resentment among younger members (Aspinall, 2008).

Future tsunami protection measures
While the development of an organized process is of course integral to protection against future
disasters, the land itself plays an important role. The government must annex parcels required for
resettlement and redevelopment and will need to relocate communities as a result. BPN, the
central government land agency, in conjunction with the World Bank conducted community
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mapping and participatory planning to determine existing ownership, but such programs were
severely under resourced (Fitzpatrick, 2005). Although the Bappenas Master Plan emphasizes
the need for voluntary relocation, Fitzpatrick identifies some risk of corruption and
nonconsensual relocation (Fitzpatrick, 2005). Fitzpatrick notes that the Bappenas Master Plan
provides for compensation under such circumstances.

Protecting the rights of vulnerable groups
A joint report published by BRR and BPN on gender equality (2006) admits that limited access
to land is an identified problem. According to the progress report entitled Two Years Later and
written by the UN Special Envoy (2006), fraudulent claims made by groups of organized
individuals slowed the process of land tenure reform as well as housing reconstruction, often at
the expense of those vulnerable.

Fitzpatrick (2005), writing for UNDP and Oxfam, recognized the need for “special protective
mechanisms in relation to vulnerable landholding groups (including orphans, widows/women,
lease-holders and communities with insecure forms of tenure).” In 2008, he published another
report for UNDP and Oxfam that illuminated the lack of an effective mechanism to this end.
“Our research reveals a number of cases where village leaders were unable or unwilling to
prevent relatives from denying legitimate claims by widows or daughters” (Fitzpatrick, 2008a).

Gender Mainstreaming
In Aceh, social constraints and trauma resulting from the Tsunami and conflict widened the
divide between men and women. As caregivers, women were charged with providing a
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heightened level of support, thus cutting down on time that might otherwise have been used to
defend their rights to land. Despite legal rulings to the contrary, the inclusion of men alone on
land titles was a social practice that would carry over into a default process without an
intervention (Fitzpatrick, 2007c).

Institutional coordination
In Aceh, where the Multi-Donor Trust Fund for Aceh and Nias (MDF) swelled, the challenge of
coordination was great. Over $28 million made its way to BPN for the purpose of land tenure
reform. Many NGOs were in the field with project proposals, mandates, and their own
organizational philosophies. It was imperative to coordinate the aid given to beneficiaries, as a
lack of fairness in distribution could easily spark conflict in the face of desperation. Oversight
would be essential for managing the varying interests and “bottom-line” goals of all actors so as
to match capacity with need. Understanding the latter of these was a particular challenge. While
knowing the professed objectives and processes of NGOs can be simply a matter of reading
project proposals, insight into a community of beneficiaries whose needs may align but whose
preferences may not requires an entirely different skill set (Fitzpatrick, 2007a).

The Intervention

The Intervention: goals
According to a progress report known as Aceh and Nias: Two Years After the Tsunami issued
jointly by BRR, international, and local partners, recovery programs and policies all operate
under the same overarching goal: “to build back better” (2006a). The office of the UN Special
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Envoy defines “building back better” as accomplishing a faster transition to improved security
and economic climate, mitigating future risks of disaster, and passing on lessons learned (UN
Special Envoy, 2006b).

The Intervention: guiding principles
In a 2006 publication entitled Promoting Gender Equality in the Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction Process of Aceh and Nias, BRR and BPN vow their explicit support for
international human rights doctrine and cite the following international covenants
and conventions:
•

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)

•

International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (ICESR)

•

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)

•

Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)

Prior to its technical section, the RALAS Manual (2005) includes a chapter that articulates the
general principles upon which its activities are designed. While the RALAS Manual does not
make note of any particular international standard or agreement regarding development,
reconstruction or housing rights, it does call attention to the need for equity across gender lines
and emphasizes the rights of women, children, and other vulnerable groups, offering protection
to them under both Indonesian8 and Syariah9 Law. These principles are emblemized as
deliverables in the following format:

8

UUPA 1960 guarantees the same rights and protections to all citizens, both men and women, of Indonesia.

9

Syariah Law governs inheritance rights with specific avenues for women and underage heirs to protect their assets.
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Transparency
• Media membership in steering committee
• Joint NGO forum for information exchange
• Public notification of adjudication
• Data collected and stored digitally
Accountability
• Complaint handling mechanisms at provincial and national levels
Participation
• Steering committee comprised of representatives from provincial and
national governments, NGOs, BRR, BPN, and media
• Community agreements required before BPN may survey
Monitoring
• NGO monitoring of land adjudication
Despite a distinct lack of language referring to its compliance with international norms, the
RALAS initiative does respect the “right to return home” principle which, according to the
European Convention on Human Rights, dictates that displaced individuals have the right to
voluntarily return to their location previous to a natural disaster or conflict as well as the right to
participation, consultation and non-discrimination. With these rights is also the expected net of
infrastructure required to sustain an adequate quality of life: livelihood, social security, water,
health, and education (Fitzpatrick, 2005). While well intentioned, the lack of data released by
RALAS surrounding land title registration and the severe dearth of certificates issued severely
slowed economic development by obstructing the credit market. Poor coordination between BPN
and housing providers, largely international NGOs who were unwilling to wait for title issuance,
resulted in heightened insecurity regarding untitled parcels where houses now stand and families
reside (Fitzpatrick, 2008b).
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Various master plans exist which outline the logic behind prioritizing various activities and
objectives over others. The Banda Aceh Master Plan (2005) gives this breakdown of priority:
Universalism, Indonesian values, Islamic values, Acehnese values.

The Intervention: Programs
Land tenure reform in Aceh was a multi-pronged undertaking with coordination by the alreadyexistent central government land agency, BPN. Many of the usual international actors such as
Oxfam, the World Bank, and UNDP worked in partnership with the Indonesian government at
varying levels to carry out two main initiatives. In documents describing their format and
rationale, both evince strong support for the principles of equity and self-determination, though
practical weaknesses abound. A review of the workings of each initiative follows along with
examination and determination of their logical framework in the same format as that of Best
Practices. The organization of land tenure reform activities into this format allows for a direct
comparative analysis and insights into decision-making by international organizations in Aceh
following the tsunami and peace accords.

RALAS
The Reconstruction of Aceh Land Administration System, or RALAS, was the overarching land
registration program in Aceh. According to its manual (2005), a joint product of the BPN and
BRR, its primary deliverable is “restoration of the property rights of people affected by the
tsunami” (9). Given the implications of this program for security in the region, its lack of
attention to post-conflict zones within Aceh will be addressed in critique. Through various
adjudication mechanisms, it addresses the security issues of inheritance conflicts, land grabbing,
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corruption, and the protection of women, children and vulnerable groups. It also seeks to restore
and bolster the capacity of BPN itself, as much of its infrastructure was destroyed as a result of
the Tsunami. It should be noted that years of protracted conflict in Aceh had already limited the
capacity of BPN (Haroen, 2005).

Intention
International and domestic partners alike believed that land tenure security was central to
“building back better.” Economic as well as social recovery, two of its main tenets, rely upon
land tenure security and access (UN Special Envoy, 2006a). The objective of RALAS was to
provide security through official titling and enforcement. Aside from the establishment of a
modernized cadastre system, the project would involve capacity building for the National Land
Agency, BPN.

The Program
RALAS encompasses the vast majority of land tenure reform activities. Its object was to identify,
map, and adjudicate a total of 600,000 parcels by the end of 2009, half of which would reside
within tsunami-affected areas and half of which would surround those areas (RALAS manual,
2005). Community participation and NGO support would enable the process to move quickly
and smoothly. Leading institutions placed an emphasis on informal and communal land rights,
though the RALAS manual is unclear on mechanisms for such protections. The project included
a mobile Syariah court, and community-driven adjudication would occur throughout the process
of initial mapping (Fitzpatrick, 2008a).
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Prior to the tsunami, only 20% of approximately 1.5 million land holdings in Aceh were titled
(Fitzpatrick, 2005). Those holding the other 80% rested upon customary mechanisms or Syariah
Law for adjudication and enforcement. (Fitzpatrick, 2008a) Those directing the RALAS project
sought to increase the number of titled parcels by twice those destroyed in the tsunami (RALAS
manual, 2005). Half of those parcels would be in tsunami-affected areas and half would be in
surrounding districts. Unfortunately, only 20,000 titles were distributed by May 2007, rendering
the goal of 600,000 by the end of 2009 impossible (Fitzpatrick, 2008a).

A variety of problems might have hindered and often challenged land tenure reform in Aceh. A
vast amount of shoreline and agricultural land was destroyed or rendered infertile. Boundary
markers had moved or were impossible to identify. Aside from the massive destruction of real
property, material damages to records and other forms of institutional memory created at
atmosphere of confusion and disorder. Where personal records of land holdings existed in paper
form, many were gone. The loss of BPN buildings, records, and personnel devastated the legal
infrastructure. RALAS implementers began with very little information aside from a framework
upon which to build (Fitzpatrick, 2008a).

The only persistent representation of community members in the orchestration of RALAS was
through elected government officials. As provincial elections were not held until the end of 2006
(UN Special Envoy, 2006) and given the persistence of conflict until peace accords were signed
earlier that year, a substantial amount of time passed before government representation was able
to reflect the expressed wishes of its constituency. The inadequacy of public representation here
reflects a common challenge felt by aid practitioners in post-emergency and post-conflict
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contexts – how to gather community input when access is limited. Considering, however, the
expected participation of village heads at early stages of the project, it would appear that access
was not the primary restriction. Rather, the lack of a singular community voice – a reality in
almost any community – and the challenge of coordinating such individual community
expressions toward global decision-making would hinder any operation. Thus, it would appear,
the Indonesian government10 and the World Bank opted for immediate government participation
as an inadequate replacement.

Structure
At its highest level, RALAS is a directive of BRR. Coordination of its activities occurs through a
steering committee that is comprised of national and provincial government representatives as
well as those of participating NGOs, BPN, and media (RALAS Manual, 2005). The central
mechanism regulating RALAS is a BPN-chaired forum with NGO and community participation
with an emphasis on decision by consensus (RALAS Manual, 2005). As with all other matters of
recovery, RALAS required BRR approval prior to implementation and release of funds. The
World Bank designed and submitted its proposal and secured funding through the Multi-Donor
Fund (MDF) for which it was rated a “high risk” operation (Fitzpatrick, 2007c).

NGOs participated on multiple levels. The community mapping stage involved direct use of
NGO programming. Beyond this direct line of contact, a Joint NGO Forum hoped to provide
opportunities for information sharing and coordination at the community mapping stage. The
Forum served as the primary and, very likely, the only monitoring mechanism aimed at ensuring

10

BRR and BPN are both national level institutions.
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fair and just adjudication. NGOs could also be represented in the complaint-handling mechanism
at the provincial level (RALAS Manual, 2005).

Activities and Sequencing
At each stage, participating organizations were to be responsible for various activities, as was
outlined in the RALAS Manual. A description of activities within each stage follows, and all
information is taken directly from the RALAS Manual (2005). Community-driven adjudication
was largely successful in contrast to land titling wherein the projected number of titles to be
issued was 600,000 by the end of 2009 By that time, less than 20,000 titles had been issued
(Fitzpatrick, 2008b).

Stage 1
First, officials from BRR and BPN determined by priority which villages were eligible for
community mapping based upon their status as tsunami-affected, their participation in programs
where community agreements over land have already been reached post-tsunami and whether or
not they are slated for housing and infrastructure projects. It weighed the feasibility of
intervention based upon cost-benefit analysis heavily rather than the extent to which a village
sustained losses. If a village fell into these categories, BPN gave it priority in the RALAS
project. (RALAS Manual, 2005) Prioritization of communities where such initiatives were
already underway was expeditious and an efficient use of resources. It was also indicative of
supply-driven, meaning top-down, and not demand-driven, meaning community-based, decisionmaking. To this extent, the moniker of Community-Driven Adjudication, as RALAS is often
called in its own Manual, is a misnomer.
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Stage 2
BPN personnel then worked with local and international NGOs to engage with communities in a
community mapping exercise where village heads were asked to liaise and provide their
expertise. In the event that the leader of a village perished in the tsunami, community elders
would take this position. When community mapping began in a village, BPN appointed and
trained a facilitator who then used the RALAS Manual to guide the mapping process. Each
landowner then filled out a form indicating the boundaries of his/her property, endorsed by those
owning abutting properties as well as the village head. As was previously mentioned, many
claims made by widows or daughters were challenged with threats of violence by male relatives.
These conflicts arose during Community-Driven Adjudication and were to have been
ameliorated by Village Heads who were largely unsuccessful in this capacity
(Fitzpatrick, 2008c).

Once a community determined parcel definition, an agreement was reached. This document
evinced a process that reflected the principle of self-determination in the hope that BPN approval
of parcel boundaries might be seen not only as legally binding but also popularly legitimate
(RALAS Manual, 2005).

At this stage, the Syariah Court was present to assist with adjudication, specifically in the area of
inheritance where the landowner prior to the tsunami was deceased. As the second stage required
official adjudication and surveying by BPN, a mobile UNDP-supported Syariah Court traveled to
each site to settle relevant disputes (Fitzpatrick, 2008), mostly involving inheritance as that is its
primary jurisdiction in matters of land, and BPN personnel completed official records of parcel
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boundaries (Fitzpatrick, 2007c). The mobile Syariah Court was a brilliant mechanism due to its
immense popular support over general courts, the latter of which were barely functioning due to
public distrust extending from decades of protracted conflict (Fitzpatrick, 2008a).

Stage 3
BPN then reviewed community agreements in the order they were received. Official taskforces
checked the legality of claims against any existing records and the physical presence of boundary
stakes against the agreement. Once this was completed, BPN produced a village map detailing
parcel definition and ownership with approval of the village head.

Stage 4
Once assembled, all information regarding parcels, boundary definition, village mapping, and
ownership claims were made available to the public. Documents were posted at various
predetermined locations as well as disseminated through NGO-established channels and by the
media. Materials had to remain posted for thirty days without objection. A process for handling
objections was developed and was published within the RALAS Manual
(RALAS Manual, 2005).

Stage 5
Once the thirty day waiting period had elapsed without objection, data and deliverables including
the village map and individual land titles were validated and issued. Data was maintained
digitally and all prior land records still in existence were rendered invalid. All landowners had to
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be present at the time of issuance. For one year following issuance, a claim could be challenged
directly to BPN. After one year, claims had to be challenged in court (RALAS Manual, 2005).

Critical Analysis
While RALAS attempts to actualize its four principles through specific activities, its premise and
execution are not without their shortcomings. It is successful on some points such as the concept
of community adjudication but fails on several counts. Most importantly, it does not comply with
World Bank guidelines (Fitzpatrick, 2007a).

As unpopular as post-conflict recovery was among disaster recovery partners, the World Bank
influenced the formation of an Aceh Peace-Reintegration Agency (BRA)-headed GAM
reintegration program (Aspinall, 2008). Given that both RALAS and this critical peace-building
activity were housed within the same institution, the World Bank might have used its clout to
push for better coordination between conflict- and tsunami-related aspects of recovery.

The project underestimates the amount of time necessary for navigating its various stages and
assumes an unrealistic timeframe. Designers should have heeded obvious warnings when the
Syariah court possessed an extensive backlog before initial steps in the project were even
underway (Fitzpatrick, 2007b).

The project makes use of NGO monitoring without considering the capacity of organizations to
include such activities in their repertoire or the likelihood that they will prioritize accordingly.
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Monitoring is not an activity that often generates additional funding from donors. Therefore, it is
no surprise that NGOs eventually lost interest (Fitzpatrick, 2007b).

Some challenges were not addressed. Daniel Fitzpatrick, in his initial assessment of land tenure
necessities post-tsunami, expressed that all affected land (800km of coastline affecting 90 subdistricts) should be consolidated and managed by an institution with the capacity to restore
parcels or to protect citizens from possible harm incurred from entering them (2005). This land
remains fragmented – owned in part by BRR, the Islamic community, and otherwise
by original owners.

In 2006, USAID began construction on a highway that would connect Banda Aceh with Calang,
a west coast city often called “ground zero.” It was almost entirely obliterated by the tsunami. As
the $254 million project got underway (Jakarta Post, 2007), it was met with resistance from
communities living along its projected route. The village of Kuala Bubon was rebuilt following
the tsunami, yet the highway was planned to go directly through it. As a result, 50 freshly built
houses would be destroyed (The Guardian, 2008). In another area, the road would cut directly
through religious ground where hundreds are buried. In 2006, protests turned violent with
villagers hurling rocks at construction workers (International Herald Tribune, 2006). According
to a 2010 USAID report, this road is still under development (USAID Indonesia, 2010).

Joint Land Titling
The second initiative, a joint land tenure program, is inextricably linked to RALAS for its
implementation. While no Indonesian law prohibits land ownership by women or by men and
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women simultaneously, it was not a common practice and no mechanism existed prior to the
tsunami to ensure such rights for women. The UN Special Envoy Report Two Years After states
that interventions are imperative for not only full implementation but also for understanding of
these rights (33). The Joint Land Titling program assumes as its purpose the creation of such a
mechanism (2006 BRR-BPN Press Release). Like RALAS, it is a joint venture between
domestic and international partners with BRR, Oxfam, and UNDP in leadership roles.

Intention
According to a BRR-BPN Press Release (2006), the objective of the Joint Land Titling program
is “to guarantee women’s rights to land ownership” (2). It does so under the assumption that
women’s rights to land tenure ensure access to opportunities afforded from leveraging such
assets. These include critical decision-making, income generation, and financial security. The
United Nations Special Envoy report Aceh and Nias Two Years After the Tsunami (2006) makes
reference to the economic benefits associated with equal rights to land ownership (10). The 2006
progress report states that Joint Land Titling exemplifies efforts to “build back better”
(UN Special Envoy, 2006a).

The Program
As part of the reconstruction effort, much land was acquired by local government institutions and
by the national government agency, BRR. That land was then reallocated to individuals and
families whose land had been destroyed. All land reallocated by BRR became eligible under this
program for joint titling, either to a married couple or to orphaned siblings. Widows, however,
were often excluded during Community-Driven Adjudication at the behest of male relatives
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(Fitzpatrick, 2008b). At the time of issuance, the title had to bear the name of both husband and
wife or of sister and brother. Women were requested to be present when parcels were surveyed
and when key decisions were made. Women were also required to be present when certificates
were issued in their names (RALAS Manual, 2005). While the program required mandatory
participation by those receiving land from BRR or local government, all others receiving
Tsunami assistance were welcome to participate (2006 BRR-BPN Press Release).

Through local RALAS outposts and associated NGO field offices, those already engaged in land
tenure reform projects would disseminate information to all beneficiaries. BRR personnel would
collect and maintain data. Its enforcement was to be the order of the Syariah Court (2006 BRRBPN Press Release) whose jurisdiction had already been established as part of the RALAS
initiative. The same NGO network that had been established to monitor RALAS would expand
its watchful eye to Joint Land Titling, as well (Fitzpatrick, 2007c).

Context and Legality
In Aceh, where land has typically been the domain of Syariah Law and adat norms, land tenure
reform sought to make changes in the way property is treated as a legal entity as well as how it is
traded in the market. An issue particularly salient in the context of Tsunami reconstruction is the
designation of the status of land. Enshrined in Syariah law with adat holding inconsistent
influence in various parts of Aceh (Fitzpatrick, 2007c), inheritance and marriage are the two
primary areas where each has jurisdiction over land transfer (Bowen, 2000). Under the
administration of either legal system, a parcel is either marital land or inherited land. Depending
upon this status, land transfer follows a different set of rules. For example, if a man dies and
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husband and wife jointly owned land, she is guaranteed to continue ownership. If not, those
assets would follow the trajectory of inheritance as prescribed by whichever legal institution held
the greatest sway. Prior to the Tsunami, most land in Aceh was acquired through inheritance and
thus held that status. Joint Land Titling officially designates all eligible land owned by a man or
a woman who are married to be marital land and thus bestows ownership upon both partners,
incorporating the ownership of whichever partner was previously excluded. Social customs in
Aceh dictate that, most often, the excluded partner is the woman (Fitzpatrick, 2007c).

Throughout its history, Syariah law has had many disputes with adat norms. The two differ in
their consideration of social context. Inheritance under adat considers lineage, communal
incorporations of land rights, and usufruct rights. While Syariah law officially observes no such
factors in maintaining or affording protection to heirs and other interested parties and property is
only inherited in fixed ratios with regard to gender and birth order, a trend in government
intervention demonstrates the realization that reconciliation between these two very different
institutions is necessary (Bowen, 1998). According to Syariah law as observed in Indonesia,
there is no opportunity for land to be gifted or for requests that deviate from these rules to be
honored (Bowen, 2000), but instances of Islamic courts finding otherwise have occurred. Joint
Land Titling reorients the jurisdiction of significant portions of property in Aceh from adat to
Syariah law, a change the consequences of which remain unclear.

Laws that Support Joint Land Titling in Aceh
Aside from the human rights doctrine espoused by leading domestic and international agencies in
Aceh, a 1960 law known as the Basic Agrarian Law guarantees that every Indonesian citizen
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regardless of gender has the same right to acquire ownership of land. A 1970 law stipulates that
land acquired by husband or wife during marriage is automatically marital land and, since the
Tsunami, both LoGA and Indonesian regulations have reiterated these points. Syariah law as
practiced in Indonesia does not refute the rights of women in matters of land ownership
(BRR-BPN Press Release, 2006).

Critical Analysis
While the intent of practitioners may have been to afford equal rights to land and all that such
protection might offer, Joint Land Titling falls short of accomplishing this goal. As its
implementation is dependent upon the condition that eligible parcels originate from certain
institutions, it imposes the following assumption upon its success: empowering a small
percentage of women can affect gender equity across Aceh. Through stipulations set in the
policy itself, only those who receive land from BRR and local Acehnese government must
participate, and only those receiving tsunami-related aid are even eligible. This disparity not only
shortchanges women in other parts of Aceh, it is a dangerous oversight. By amplifying and even
institutionalizing the disparity of recovery assistance between tsunami-affected areas and conflict
zones in a province mired in violent discord for nearly a half-century, Joint Land Titling offers
powerful leverage for a still-active rebel movement to recruit those sympathetic to such neglect.

The choice to participate in Joint Land Titling, if such an option exists, is predicated on the
acceptance of Syariah court rulings and often removes the option for adjudication under adat
norms. As Islamic law takes a much more narrow approach to the transfer of land as well as the
rights of women in such matters (Bowen, 2000), women may find themselves at a disadvantage
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in the future despite having a certificate that states their claim. As these parcels will no longer be
considered inherited land, there will likely be some dispossessory impact in the future
(Fitzpatrick, 2007c).

For those with the choice of whether or not to participate, the potential for institution shopping
was great. Though, a growing trend in Acehnese land policy prior to the tsunami did see Islamic
law attempting to bridge the gap between its narrow approach and local inheritance practices.
This was evident in a 1991 Presidential Instruction that proclaimed a new codification of Islamic
law, presented as ijma.11 While the legality of its existence is still debated, the Instruction often
outweighs adat or classic fiqh (Bowen, 1998).

Though a past history of conflict between adat norms and the Islamic court (Bowen, 2000) might
paint a disastrous picture of future clashes between two institutions whose power distribution has
been greatly affected by Joint Land Tenure and RALAS, it would seem that the Islamic court is
the most obvious and responsible choice for an official adjudication instrument. An often
overlooked factor in determining the outcome of such a shift is the potential for each
organization to enforce its rulings. Previously, a deficit of funding, expertise, and manpower
hindered the ability of the Islamic court to hear all cases under its jurisdiction (Bowen, 2000).
The RALAS program provided badly needed funding and capacity building, if on a short-term
basis. Despite inadequate support in practice (Fitzpatrick, 2007c), the Islamic court did receive a
bump in power. Since village heads traditionally handle adjudication under adat norms, RALAS
and Joint Land Titling had the effect of displacing their authority (Fitzpatrick, 2007c). While
some research indicates that rulings by the Islamic court may not be consistent with Syariah law
11

Ijma is a type of legal instrument in Islamic law and means “consensus”.
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(Fitzpatrick, 2007c), political stability is a greater concern. Village heads and the adat norms for
which they are responsible may have been supplanted by policies of federal government entities,
but their resources and experience in matters of governance have not. Only time will tell if what
was meant to be a victory by state government for gender equity will instead become a
reclamation of power by local leadership long valued by community members who have lived
the reality of a secessionist conflict for decades. Without any doubt, international partners
express concern at a lack of adjudication methods that involve adat norms (Fitzpatrick, 2007c).

Practical Considerations
Within tsunami-affected areas, the Joint Land Titling program had to rely on acknowledgment of
jointly owned parcels by community agreements in order for officials and international personnel
to proceed with title issuance. As Joint Land Titling was an activity dependent upon execution of
RALAS, the issuance of joint titles is hindered the same pressures that plague its parent program.
Namely, with such an extraordinary goal as 600,000 titles issued by 2009, BPN was under
pressure to act quickly (Fitzpatrick, 2007c). As such, the time and effort necessary to negotiate
with resistant community members was not taken. As of 2007, less than 5% of titles were
jointly issued.12

As with RALAS, the lack of oversight resulting from the failure of the NGO network to maintain
its vigilance prevents insight into the specific successes and failures of Joint Land Titling. BRR
personnel have kept track of a simplistic data set that indicates the percentage of women listed on
RALAS titles as well as those with joint ownership through this program (Fitzpatrick, 2007c).
Despite the rights-based approach espoused in a 2006 Gender Policy and Strategy paper put out
12

Fitzpatrick relies upon partial data.
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by BRR, personnel did not do an adequate job of maintaining disaggregated data or of
performing analysis that questioned the small numbers of women included in the Joint Land
Titling program, what roadblocks still existed that prevented their participation, or what actions
might be taken to amend the program in light of that analysis (Fitzpatrick, 2007c).
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Chapter 5: Analysis
The intent of this chapter is to present a thorough comparative analysis between the Best
Practices Framework from Chapter 3 and results from the Case Study in Chapter 4. Relying upon
the logic model format contained in Appendix A, the discussion will elaborate upon significant
findings. This analysis will not attempt to be entirely comprehensive in that it will speak only to
relevant points.

Resources
Starting with the first section of the logic model, resources refer to essential inputs without which
a program cannot run. It appears that scholars and those executing the Aceh intervention mostly
agreed upon the basics – human capital, funding, mandate. What are missing from the Aceh
intervention are a few essentials that help an intervention achieve success. Without them,
projects may run to fruition and may produce a desired output (i.e. a number of land titles or
houses). They may, however, miss the connection between activity and objective or between
objective and goal. Where an output is essentially an indicator of success, these connections
speak to the true meaning of success as defined for a particular project.

The RALAS project used an incomplete needs assessment (Fitzpatrick, 2007b). The
consequences of this are unknown but the importance of a complete assessment is clear – it
allows practitioners to take stock of their context and to understand it more fully so that decisionmaking can reflect reality. The project began with assumptions about community input and the
resources of participating organizations that were simply untrue.
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Extensive publicity of the Tsunami allowed for intense public support of humanitarian activities,
locally and abroad. As time wore on, local support for some aspects of RALAS began to wither.
As with any intervention, the limited nature of resources influenced decision-making. Some
aspects of land tenure reform, such as comprehensive joint titling and oversight, were therefore
abandoned or incomplete. Rather than cast blame upon organizations for their failure to complete
certain goals, it would seem more prudent to encourage a clear initial statement of project limits
and potential pitfalls. As well, the ready accessibility of community members in this intervention
could have proven to be a valuable asset for output and outcome definition. Clearly defined
expectations might have provided more secure public support.

Disaster and recovery efforts dominated media reports, but accounts rarely focused upon Aceh’s
post-conflict status and rarely commented upon its potential effects on overall recovery. Some
countries even earmarked aid such that it could not be used for post-conflict activities. In this
way, international actors enabled the very dynamic that limited program performance.

Goals
While the goal of rebuilding to prevent future crises is shared between the scholarly literature
and the intervention in Aceh, “building back better” appears only to give it lip service. Program
proposals and reports make reference to re-integration and reconciliation, but the implications of
excluding ex-combatants from land titling and redistribution are ignored to a dangerous degree.
If redistribution of land is seen as unequally favoring certain members of society over others and
if those cleavages fall along the lines of previous conflict, renewal of conflict would seem a
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likely outcome. The fact that interventionists expressed recognition of this problem but did not
act upon it indicates political complications. While many things should be priorities, a heavily
entrenched political dynamic between a population doubly victimized and its previous oppressorturned-rescuer, namely the central government, severely limited the ability of internationals to
deliver on promises.

Property was never effectually used as a peace-building tool in Aceh. The separation between
recovery and peace-building activities and, more importantly funding, made such an objective
impossible. Land tenure as a peace-building best practice does not come from a panoply of
possible options. Rather, it is a consideration that is ignored with dire consequences (Ross,
2004). As high and low level conflicts often derive from land disputes, it is no surprise that the
lack of attention to conflict through land tenure programming in Aceh saw accompanying low
level conflict quite often. Disparities between land and livelihood aid given to tsunami victims
and ex-combatants likely served to strengthen the rebellion movement as well. This
abandonment of responsibility mirrors Australian complacency during the conflict in East Timor
(Wheeler and Dunne, 2001).

Objectives
The two main programs discussed in this paper attempt to restore security, build capacity, and
enhance equity. While internationals and government officials felt that security was of the utmost
concern, this collaborative vision of priority did not extend to connecting activities to goals. It
appears that the intent of RALAS and Joint Land Titling was, in both cases, to enact a complete
reform. The prospect of increasing equity through gender sensitive titling seemed likely were it
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pervasive enough to make a difference. Incorrect assumptions of what it would take to
accomplish this change and increased tensions resulting from incomplete and unequal titling are
to blame for its lack of success.

Accountability is a similar story. While both programs relied upon NGO monitoring for
oversight of intermediate outcomes and indicators, distraction and disinterest caused a
breakdown. Without an Indonesian-owned enforcement mechanism to push for results,
monitoring was essentially a voluntary activity. NGOs felt their resources to be more useful
elsewhere, perhaps speaking to the ends-based funding system within which most operate.

Capacity building is perhaps the most straightforward of objectives. International organizations
assisted with personnel training and recruitment, built buildings to house BPN and its various
operations, and established a back-up system for future protection. BPN began this venture as an
under-resourced institution, and international organizations climbed a steep hill toward
successful objective completion.

Activities
As the goal of “building back better” strives to enact change in Aceh, it is important to note that
activities are more in line with the prospect of containment. This is a major fissure between
actions taken and their potential to achieve success as defined by this hoped-for change.
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Legal context
The chore of creating a viable cadastre system that extends beyond what previously existed
meant reconciling Syariah law with Indonesian regulations in Aceh. It also meant that respect for
adat was paramount, entrenched as it is in the cultural lives of the Acehnese. The laws of the
state and of Syariah combine nicely in many ways and so did not create many challenges as
RALAS got underway. Adat, however, was underutilized. Adjudication mechanisms did not
make use of village leaders to the extent that they might have, thus causing an extensive backlog
of claims in the Syariah court. As a result, RALAS missed many intermediate targets and risked
the timely completion of its entire program.

Demand Driven
BPN officials led community members to reach agreements over property definition as the first
step of RALAS. Once that step was completed, however, little attention was given to the selfdetermined needs and preferences of beneficiaries. Demand-managed deed registration should
not have been limited to initial contributions but should have continued as an integral part of the
recovery process. Where this conversation took place between international partners and elected
officials, it excluded their constituents for reasons of convenience. Inconvenience is often an
important factor in post-recovery and post-conflict decision-making, but perhaps its influence
weighs too heavily.

Economic growth over redistribution
Land tenure reform in Aceh did not focus on redistribution primarily, but it did make use of this
tool in instances where residential land was inhospitable. Just as land mines create a climate of
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fear in post-conflict settings, tsunami-destroyed land provided similar pitfalls. Redistribution was
therefore essential. It was not paired with livelihood programs, however, which might have
sought to reorient skill sets away from a dependence upon land – this could have aided in risk
reduction for future catastrophes (Unruh, 2004).

Gender Equity Policy
The Joint Land Tenure policy never sought to reach more than a percentage of legally eligible
women. Of that potentially affected group, only a small percentage participated. The success of
this program relied upon the assumption that empowering only a small number of women could
affect gender equity across Aceh. Instead, doing so creates dangerous inequity above and beyond
what already existed. The fact that multiple venues and multiple rule sets now exist to adjudicate
land ownership increases the potential for institution-shopping and competing enforcement – two
known causes for insecurity.

Sequencing became the root cause of heightened gender inequity as gender equity was
ineffectually mainstreamed through RALAS and the Joint Land Tenure policy. The point at
which women lost any potential empowerment occurred when village heads led initial
community mapping. Women were often locked out of this phase, as village heads were
ineffectual at garnering their input and protecting their claims against male relatives. If the
leadership ever had any true incentive to do so in the first place, they did not.

Monitoring as a voluntary activity also failed. As many resources were under-anticipated, NGOs
responsible for voluntary monitoring shifted their attention elsewhere to project areas more likely
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to yield desired outcomes and therefore to encourage additional funding streams. The result is a
severe lack of data, preventing further insight into program successes and failures.

Ethics
International actors stated their directive to comply with international human rights norms but
worked with partners who did not. Their partners, namely Indonesian government offices, did in
some capacities state their intent to do so, but they did not follow through in many important
ways – articulating for field workers exactly what their behavior should be and why in the
RALAS manual, not including various imperatives in LoGA – thus weakening the foundations
for future security in Aceh.

Impartiality
The World Bank and those participating in RALAS violated impartiality. Impartiality means that
interventionists should engage in proper triage, giving relief according to need (or
proportionally) and without discrimination (Mackintosh, 2000). According to this principle as
articulated by the ICRC, donors violated this principle by earmarking funds based on political
relationships rather than the needs of beneficiaries. As well, interventionists should have engaged
in proper triage and prioritized communities based upon need and not expediency. This flaw in
decision-making might explain the dissatisfaction that many beneficiaries expressed.

Self-Determination
The failure of land tenure reform initiatives to include post-conflict zones serves as an important
example of international actors’ lack of respect for the self-determined preferences of the
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Acehnese. Perhaps due to the position of Indonesia as having great oil and natural gas reserves
and its continued control over Aceh, international organizations and their member states chose to
respect Indonesian sovereignty over the self-determination of the Acehnese.

Right of Return
Tsunami destruction limited the ability of RALAS partners to return beneficiaries to their
original parcels. Instead of involving community members in the determination of other options,
interventionists presented them with their own previously decided upon alternatives. While the
RALAS manual highlights the significance of participation, it neglects to provide access in
important ways. Despite engaging communities to draw agreements regarding parcel definition,
the RALAS project does not offer meaningful partnerships with beneficiaries.

Conclusion
This analysis, far from complete, highlights the most significant discrepancies between what
scholars have prescribed as ‘best practices’ and what occurred in the field during an intervention
in Aceh, Indonesia. Many of these problems are wrought with good intent and bad handling
while others ignore good advice. The practice of humanitarian aid continues to evolve and has
made great strides in recent years. Though many practitioners consider this effort to have been a
“perfect storm” where an abundance of funding and personnel were available to conduct a
comprehensive intervention, implementation still was not without its difficulties. The
international attention garnered through media reporting of the tsunami and the speed with which
organizations and governments responded are hopeful signs for future revision.
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Chapter 6: Recommendations

Based upon critical inquiries of both major initiatives that sought to enact land tenure reform in
Aceh, Indonesia as well as a comparative analysis between those initiatives and the Best
Practices Framework, two lists of recommendations for future work follow:

For Scholars
a. Cross-disciplinary Research. Political impediments represent the primary challenge to
realizing any objective in an intervention. Research combining the disciplines of political
economy and humanitarian aid would serve the international community well as its
interventions often must occur within boundaries prescribed by adversarial groups and in
contrary to alliances built through trade.

b. Attention to Political Economy. Many aspects of this intervention failed to recognize
the impact of political realities stemming from the post-conflict context. In fact, political
unrest in any region increases vulnerability due to a natural disaster. Scholars should
recognize the frailty of politically insecure regions as a direct cause of catastrophe and
should direct research toward the inclusion of political goals in peace-building
interventions as tied to disaster recovery.

c. Prioritization. Some reorganization of priorities has become necessary. Each and every
purpose cannot be the most important. Scholars should attempt to develop a ranking of
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activities in terms of feasibility so that practitioners may have options that fit
to different contexts.

For Practitioners
a. Connecting recovery to peace building. While it is impossible to disconnect
humanitarian aid from political reality, internationals could do a far better job of defining
political dynamics in terms of the challenges they represent within project design. At
present, international organizations often shirk the responsibility of protecting the rights
of beneficiaries in favor of avoiding political problems such as sovereignty violation or
backlash in sectors such as trade or security. Ultimately, the goal of peace building
cannot be sacrificed in favor of assistance. Doing so only enables a climate of oppression.
A simple solution is to refrain from earmarking aid.

b. Meaningful Participation. Beneficiaries should be involved in the planning process,
especially when their participation is assumed as a basic resource necessary for success.
Ideally, community leaders should be engaged during the initial needs assessment.

c. Logic Model. This activity forces practitioners into defining their decision-making
strategy. Determining a theory of change and connecting activities to objectives and goals
should occur in project development. The incorporation of these steps would provide a
foundation upon which monitoring and evaluation would be more meaningful
and productive.
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d. Anthropologists. The addition of anthropologists as well as a thorough explanation of
their deliverables within the context of a program or project is necessary. While this is
becoming a more common practice, the fact that interventionists in Aceh failed to
incorporate adat customs into adjudication and land tenure practices demonstrates that
reiteration is in order.

e. Mandatory Monitoring. Monitoring should not be held as a voluntary activity because
no incentives exist for it to be completed. Monitoring is an exercise by which data is
collected and by which organizations must be held accountable not only to donors but to
their beneficiaries, as well.

f. Training. Program officers and field workers alike would benefit from training in the
areas of international humanitarian and human rights law. It appears that organizations
often do not possess expertise in these disciplines or that officers mandated with
designing programs do not employ that expertise.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Best Practices Framework (Logic Model)
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Appendix B: Case Study Framework (Logic Model)
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Appendix C: Glossary of Acronyms
ASEAN – Association of Southeast Asian Nations
BPN – National Land Agency
BRA – Aceh Peace-Reintegration Agency
BRR – Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Agency for Aceh and Nias
CEDAW – United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women
CESR – United Nations Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
CRC – Convention on the Rights of the Child
DOM – Military Operations Zone
FAO – United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization
GAM – Free Aceh Movement
HRL – Human Rights Law
ICCPR – International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
ICESR – International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
ICRC – International Committee of the Red Cross
IDP – Internally Displaced Persons
IHL – International Humanitarian Law
LoGA – Law on Governing Aceh
MDF – Multi-Donor Fund
MOU – Memorandum of Understanding
NGO – Non-government Organization
OECD – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OSAGA – UN Office of the Special Advisor on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women
PNA – Post-disaster Needs Assessment
RALAS – Reconstruction of Aceh Land Administration System
UN – United Nations
UNCED – United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
UNDP – United Nations Development Programme
UNHCR – United Nations High Commission for Human Rights
USAID – United States Agency for International Development
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